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MR. PRESIDENT, MRS. SCHEEL (SHAELE), LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:

ON YOUR FIRST VISIT TO WASHINGTON AS PRESIDENT OF THE

FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY, WE EXTEND OUR HEARTIEST WELCOME.
YOUR FIRST YEAR ON THE JOB HAS SHOWN THAT YOU HAVE
BROUGHT TO THE HIGHEST OFFICE OF YOUR LAND THE SAME ENERGY AND
DEDICATION THAT YOU HAVE DISPLAYED THROUGHOUT YOUR CAREER OF
SERVICE TO THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC.

YOU CERTAINLY ARE NO STRANGER TO OUR CITY OR TO AMERICAN
OFFICIALS. YOU SERVED WITH GREAT DISTINCTION AS FOREIGN MINISTER.
YOU HAVE SHOWN A REMARKABLE BREADTH OF VISION AND EXPERTISE
IN ECONOMICS AS WELL AS IN POLITICS. YOU HAVE A FIRM GRASP OF
THE PROBLEMS OF THE THIRD WORLD AS WELL AS THOSE OF THE INDUSTRIAL
COUNTRIES.
WE HAVE ALSO NOTED, MR. PRESIDENT, YOUR RISE TO STARDOM IN ANOTHER IMPORTANT FIELD -- POPULAR MUSIC. I REFER TO THE SONG YOU RECENTLY RECORDED THAT BECAME A SMASH HIT THROUGHOUT THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC.

YOUR MUSICAL SUCCESS CONTRIBUTES TO YOUR OVERALL ACCOMPLISHMENTS, AS YOU SEEK HARMONY AT HOME AND IN CONCERT WITH GERMANY'S NEIGHBORS, BOTH WEST AND EAST.
YOU HAVE DEDICATED YOURSELF TO THE CAUSE OF EUROPEAN UNITY AND ATLANTIC SOLIDARITY, AND I KNOW THAT THESE GOALS ARE VITAL TO YOU AND TO YOUR COUNTRY. AT THE SAME TIME, YOUR CONTRIBUTION TO BETTER EAST-WEST RELATIONS HAS BEEN SIGNIFICANT.

RECENT EXPERIENCE HAS DEMONSTRATED THAT THERE CAN BE NO DOMESTIC STABILITY AND PROSPERITY IN ANY COUNTRY WITHOUT COOPERATION WITH OTHER COUNTRIES. MY ADMINISTRATION HAS BEEN PROUD TO WORK CLOSERLY WITH THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC ON THE IMPORTANT INTERNATIONAL PROBLEMS FACING US TODAY.
YOUR COUNTRY HAS MADE AN IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTION TO INTERNATIONAL PEACE, MR. PRESIDENT, NOT ONLY THROUGH ITS STEADFAST COOPERATION WITH ITS FRIENDS AND ALLIES, BUT ALSO IN THE EXAMPLE SET BY YOUR GOVERNMENT AND YOUR PEOPLE IN MEETING THE NEW CHALLENGES OF THE MODERN WORLD.

THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC TODAY IS IN MANY WAYS A MODEL OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MODERN INDUSTRIAL STATE -- THRIVING IN FREEDOM AND DEMOCRACY, EARNING ITS ROLE OF EMINENCE BY THE HARD WORK OF ITS PEOPLE, AND FINDING ITS SUCCESSES IN COMMON ENDEAVORS WITHIN THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY AND WITH ITS ALLIES.
THIS IS THE REAL CHALLENGE BEFORE THE LEADERS OF THE WEST.

I AM INSPIRED, MR. PRESIDENT, BY THE DETERMINATION THAT I SENSE IN THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC AND ITS LEADERS NOT TO LET OUR DEMOCRATIC WAY OF LIFE BE UNDERMINED.

I CONTINUE TO BE IMPRESSED BY YOUR NATION'S ABILITY TO MEET THE TASKS OF TODAY'S WORLD -- WHETHER IN THE FIELDS OF ECONOMICS AND TRADE, ENERGY, NATIONAL DEFENSE, OR EAST-WEST RELATIONS -- THROUGH EFFECTIVE DEMOCRATIC GOVERNMENT AND CREATIVE DIPLOMACY.
THIS TRADITION, MR. PRESIDENT, IS THE MOST ENCOURAGING ASPECT OF OUR FRIENDSHIP TODAY. WE Cooperate closely on the practical problems facing us, sharing the conviction that these solutions will mean nothing if our political and social institutions are not simultaneously preserved. A confident role in the world depends on confidence in ourselves.

MR. PRESIDENT, EARLIER TODAY IT WAS A PLEASURE TO PARTICIPATE WITH YOU IN THE CEREMONY CREATING THE JOHN J. McCLOY FUND -- A FUND ESTABLISHED THROUGH A VERY GENEROUS CONTRIBUTION FROM THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC TO OUR BICENTENNIAL CELEBRATION, A FUND WHICH WILL BE USED TO FURTHER GERMAN-AMERICAN EXCHANGES, CONFERENCES AND CONTACTS ACROSS THE BROAD SPECTRUM OF OUR RELATIONS.
THIS FUND SYMBOLIZES ANEW THE CLOSE FRIENDSHIP BETWEEN OUR PEOPLES.

IN THIS SPIRIT, MR. PRESIDENT, I RAISE MY GLASS AND WELCOME YOU TO OUR COUNTRY.
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